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Traditional Health Worker Commission
Presentation Overview

• Appreciation for the Opportunity to Share Today

• Who is AllCare Health?

• Current Internal Use of THWs

• Current Regional Use of THWs

• A Vision for the Future

• Questions?



Susan Fischer, M.Ed.
Health and Education Integration Coordinator
susan.fischer@allcarehealth.com

• Background:  Educator, 
home visitor, system 
coordinator.

• Member of  the AllCare 
Health’s Community 
Engagement and 
Investment Team

• Partner, Mother, 
Daughter, and 
Community Member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excited to be join in this conversation today—huge correlation between the education and home visiting work that I have had the opportunity to engage in and the focus of the work THWs take to their clients each day.



Our Mission:  Working 
together to provide quality, 
cost-effective health care for 
our communities.

We’re changing healthcare to 
work for the communities we 
are serving.
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Who is AllCare Health?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1994, local physicians joined together to form an association, in a sense, a “team,” to focus on prevention of illness and to promote a healthy lifestyle in Southern Oregon. AllCare Independent Physician Association (IPA) represents more than 70 independent physicians in private practice in Josephine County and Rogue River in Jackson County. Our mission is to advance the independent practice of medicine in Southern Oregon.An “independent” physician is in private practice, and is not an employee of a hospital, a clinic or an HMO. Local physicians join AllCare IPA to gain the advantage of group purchasing, recruitment, shared information systems, electronic medical records, etc. The IPA also negotiates commercial, state, and federal contracts with insurance companies on behalf of its physicians.AllCare IPA’s physicians are empowered to deliver individualized patient care by utilizing “Best Practice” guidelines with the most recent medical technologies. Because our physicians are independent, they can truly deliver the kind of one-on-one, doctor-to-patient care that is so sought after.Our mission is to working together to provide quality, cost-effective healthcare for our communities.  By living our Mission we are changing healthcare to work for the communities we are serving.



We believe in Community.

We live here.

We believe in helping.

We believe in compassionate care.

We believe in forward thinking.
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Who is AllCare Health?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re part of the community and we care about its well-being.To us, better healthcare includes proactive customer service—for patients and providers alike.Everyone deserves to know they’re being care for—that someone has their health and happiness in mind.Our unique programs for patients and progressive services for independent providers are shaping the future of healthcare.



Current Internal Use of THWs
An Essential Part of Our Care Coordination Teams

• Currently have 6 Community Health Workers on Staff

• 2 Based in Jackson County

• 3 Based in Josephine County

• 1 Based in Curry County

• Care Coordination Team Structure

• Team Lead, ICM, TOC, CHW

• Supported by Medical Directors and Others



Diana Cooper
Lived Experience, Local Dedication

• Community Health Worker focusing on Jackson County

• Born and raised in Brookings, OR

• Embodying the Power of Lived Experience

• Assisting with Barriers, Encouraging Growth

• Meeting Clients Where They’re At

• Seeing Clients Become Their Own Advocates

• The Challenge of Affordable Housing

• Diana’s Magic Wand Wish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
•	General description of your role;I currently work as a Community Health Worker for AllCare Health, one of Jackson County’s two Coordinated Care Organizations that manages care for members of the Oregon Health Plan. My job is to help people of all backgrounds navigate our complex health care system by understanding how each individual’s social determinants of health effect and influence their access to care, and collaborate with community partners and social services to assist them in overcoming any obstacles they may face.•	A brief Bio and picture;Born and raised in Brookings, Oregon, I grew up in a large family on the outskirts of town. My father built a successful cabinet business where I learned at a very young age the importance of integrity and self-motivation. I met my husband in high school choir class and, after high school, we started a family. We are celebrating 10 years of marriage and have a beautiful young daughter and three younger boys.My husband and I come from a rough background. I was raised by my father, and my mother came in and out of our lives during her struggles with mental illness and addiction. My in-laws committed suicide a few years after my husband and I moved in together, losing their own battle with addiction. Soon after, we started down the same path and it wasn’t until years later we realized we were walking in their footsteps. My husband turned us in and we were fortunate enough to find the support we needed within the resources here in Jackson County.•	Top three activities you engage in with clients;The main goal for many members is overcoming barriers to living a full life by connecting them with community resources for housing, food, transportation, mental health, communication, as well as social and disability services. Beyond that I also work with them on understanding the appropriate level of care based on their medical situation, which sometimes means working with their Primary Care Provider to get them to the appropriate specialist. Another important piece that I do every day, which might be the most important part of my job, is that I use my own experiences, as someone who has had to navigate this large system of networks, in order to be a voice within on how we can be more sensitive to the potential barriers. When we know better, we do better, and that goes for both the consumer and provider of a service.•	What are your biggest joys in your job?What I enjoy most about being a CHW is the chance to meet people face to face and establish that connection. Often times when my team has been unable to get through to a member I can offer a home visit or to meet them at an appointment, it makes all the difference. When my family was just starting out in recovery, the most helpful support we received was from a home visitor at my son’s preschool. It wasn’t just a required once a month visit, she came as often as I needed to bring resources, help me fill out paperwork, or go with us to an appointment and be an advocate when we didn’t even know we needed one. Being that for someone else, that is my greatest accomplishment as a CHW. Another joy for me is realizing the moment a member becomes their own advocate, they start to trust the process and they gain a sense of peace, even when they are about to undergo a serious change in their life. I always want to work in a way that the member doesn’t doubt whose side I’m on, even when they are being denied a service or their plan doesn’t go how they think it should, I want them to know they have support.•	What are your biggest challenges?The biggest challenges have been the lack of affordable housing, as well as the breakdown in communication from one agency to another. One or both of these issues affects each and every member I work with. Most of my day is spent either trying to resource around the housing crisis or speaking with medical and social service offices to initiate collaborative conversations regarding a member.•	If you had a magic wand and could move the work of CHWs here in Southern Oregon forward, what would that look like?I have wanted to expand the work of CHW’s since I was first introduced to the concept a few years ago. The potential for CHW’s to be the hub of communication between education, health, and social services is a very viable option. As a person who has been through the system I can say with all honesty that without the face to face connection and relationship with one person who understands processes, we will never break the chain of poverty and end the social isolation of those who are less fortunate in the sense that they don’t understand a world of rules and regulations they were never taught in school.I want to see CHW’s in every school, every medical office, and every social service office. I want there to be no wrong door, so that a person knows that no matter where they are, they will be able to navigate through the generational and situational barriers in order to be successful. With the help of system change in the way we are allowed to communicate with each other, and readily available CHW’s, we could make such a difference in the lives of the people we serve, and the generations after them.



Current External Use of THWs
An Essential Part of Our Community Services

• Listening to Local Needs and Readiness

• Investing in Other Critical Partners
• Southern Oregon Head Start

Serving Jackson and Josephine Counties
• Josephine County Public Health

Serving at DHS SSP, Goodwill, and UCAN
• Curry Community Health

Serving at the Brookings Harbor School District



Current External Use of THWs
An Essential Part of Our Community Services

• Rogue Community College Training Program

• Continuous Quality Improvement

• Gathering Qualitative and Quantitative Data

• Letting the Clients Guide Our Work



Heather Ackerman, Serving Elementary Schools

Lisa Harris, Serving DHS SSP, Goodwill, & UCAN

• Who are Heather and Lisa?

• Employed through Josephine County Public Health

• Deployed to Distinct Locations, but truly a TEAM

• Hired prior to CHW Training

• Periodic Meetings with Site Supervisors to 

Make Course Corrections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Heather Ackerman, and I have lived in the Grants Pass area for approximately 24 years and worked with the public for 19 years. I have always had a passion for helping people find resources. Working for Public Health has allowed me to accomplish my passion. I have a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from SNHU and I am currently working at Public Health to obtain my certification for Community Health Worker from Rogue Community College. I have taken other trainings (ACEs, Collaborative Problem Solving, Guiding Near, OHP Assisting) as well. I love being able to connect clients with community partners to help create a healthier community for us all. My name is Lisa Harris and I’m a Community Health Worker at Public Health for the Josephine County Area. I’m also stationed at DHS Self-Sufficiency and I help guide and navigate customers to the appropriate resources. I have been through training to become an OHP Assister, have taken ACE training, Collaborative Problem Solving training, and going to become a certified Community Health Worker through Rogue Community College. I have my Bachelor of Arts degree through Chico State University and I have a little Peekapoo dog named Jett Lee that is the love of my life.



What their work looks like.
4Q2016

Total number of contacts: 61
Total helped: 46

Success rate: 75.4%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is planned for your grant, project, or position in the coming quarter?The Community Health Workers plan to expand their knowledge of client-centered practices by making sure that they attend any trainings that would be beneficial to their interactions with clients. For instance, there is a Mental Health First Aid training that seems appropriate, an SOAEYC conference that seems appropriate, and there may be other trainings/conferences coming up that may not have been announced.The Community Health Workers have helped to create a partnership between some faith-based services and schools for ongoing projects that will benefit the community and families in the community as well. Through this partnership, various connections have been made that help the Community Health Workers access resource information quicker for clients and families.  There are other items in the works for the Community Health Workers, which involve creating new community partnerships and expanding knowledge about different agencies that have recently opened. These agencies are able to help families and clients with their social determinants and promote empowerment for the clients and families by supporting them with wraparound services. 



Kerri Ann Young
Siskiyou Pediatrics Clinic, L.L.P.

• Local Clinics and Providers are Using THWs

• Who is Kerri Ann?

• Addressing Barriers, Attending Appointments, Being a Bridge

• “I can’t believe a position like yours exists…”

• “Even a CHW can’t make it rain in a drought…”

• Kerri Ann’s Magic Wand Wish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who I am - I don't have a degree but I have varying certifications, I am most proud of my CHW certification. I have three kids, 2 of which are adopted and had prenatal exposure to drugs and alcohol. One of my kids has special needs so I am aware of how tricky it can be to navigate the health care system.  �Description of role - My title is Care Coordinator which is essentially case management. I work with our families who have exceptional needs. Exceptional needs can present itself in many ways. I have many kids who have multiple complex health needs who are followed by multiple specialists. I also have many kids who don't have any obvious health concerns but have varying degrees of limited family functioning capacity, environmental stresses, lack of family support or whose family resources are overwhelmed.�Top three activities I engage in with patients - Addressing barriers to care, attending specialty appointments to address medical, behavioral and educational concerns. Being a "bridge" and closing the gap between services for our families.�Biggest Joys - The families that I work with are very thankful to have additional help. Many of the families I work with don't have support and are very distrusting of those involved in their medical care. My biggest joy is building a relationship with my families and earning their trust. I hear daily "I can't believe a position like yours exists, what an amazing service". I too am very thankful that the providers I work for offer Care Coordination. I hear the above statements from our families and also from the organizations in my community. I am so thankful to be in this position, it fits my personality perfectly. The only thing you have to do each and every day is care, the rest just comes naturally. I love coming to work everyday and helping the families who need it most.�Biggest Challenges - Even an effective CHW can't make it rain in a drought, we all have our limitations. My biggest challenge is working with families with exceptional needs in a community with limited resources. For example, working with homeless families who have received funding for housing yet housing isn't available.�Magic wand - If I had a magic wand and could move CHW work forward here in my community, I would obviously want more CHWs :) I see how effective this position is (my providers see it too) and I would love to see more CHWs in my community. I would love to see them in medical, behavioral and educational services. It just takes that 1 person to get all the players on the field working together and headed in the right direction. Once everyone has the same "play", you can reach the ultimate goal of eliminating barriers to care.



A Vision for the Future
Internal and External Expansion & Strengthening

• Continued Funding of Current Pilots and Project

• Support of Similar Positions in the Community

• Education about and Promotion of Positions

• Exploration of Models for Sustainable Funding

• Support of THW PLCs and Professional Development

• Questions?



Questions?
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